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tailed dynamics (see also H,ef. 6) of the (qq) system.
They consider tensors of an abstract group to get sym-
metry breaking and only I'8 to split J= 0, 1, and 2.
The detailed assignments and mass predictions differ
considerably from the present one. The SU{6) singlets
and ~(n', I ) dependence of mass on dynamical quan-
tum numbers are not considered. While the present

papers were at journals, further work on 35L =1 treat-
ed as U(12) kinetic supermultiplets with various phe-
nomenological mixing effects [R. Gatto, I.. Maiani, and
G. Preparata, Phys. Rev. 140, 91579 (1965)j has also
appeared.

~2See, for example, 8,. G. Newton, The Complex J
Plane (Ql. A. Benjamin. , Inc. , New York, 1964).
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The purpose of this Letter is to point out that
two of the most important properties of com-
plex angular momentum —the property of gen-
eralizing integral or half-integral angular mo-
mentum, and the property of characterizing
the asymptotic behavior of the S matrix in the
crossed channel —can be obtained from group-
theoretical arguments. '

Qur procedure is to construct an $ matrix
invariant under the complex inhomogeneous
Lorentz group (ICLG) 2 That it is natural to
do so follows fr om the fact that if the S matr ix
satisfies certain analyticity requirements, the
Bargmann-Hall-Wightman theorem' guarantees
that invariance under the Poincard group im-
plies invariance under ICLG. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no reason to believe
the 8 matrix not to be invariant under ICLG.

Assuming the S matrix to be invariant under

ICLG, it is then useful io construct the irre-
ducible representations of this group. ' Because
ICLG is not a symmetry group —only the Poin-
card group 5', a subgroup of ICLG, is a sym-
metry group —we are free to construct nonuni-

tary representations of ICLG, as long as a
state which corresponds to a physical-particle
transforms under a unitary representation of
(p

A state of an irreducible representation of
ICLG is characterized by a, complex momen-
tum Il& =P&+i@& with complex "mass" M'

=If&II~. For a given D&, the state transforms
under an irreducible representation of the little
group for the corresponding mass. For M gO,
the little group is the homogeneous Lorentz
group, whose irreducible representations are
labeled by y=(p;n), a pair consisting of the
complex number p and the integer n. It is y

which plays the role of complex angular mo-
mentum.

A single, spinless "particle" is described
by the state with the transformation property

T(o, A ) ~II ) =exp[iRe(II o. )]IA II ),
v 1 p. v

(~, A ")C ICLG.
V

Under the Poincard group, it transforms uni-
tarily by'

T(a, I. ) jP +zQ )
v jL $, 1

=exp[i(P a )]ll P +iL Q ),
V V

(a, L, ")CP.
V

The two-particle state

III i) Ie [II ) = iII ', ll )
p 1 p, 1 p.

'
IL'

can be reduced. In the center-of-mass system,
it has total momentum

=11 '+ll '=(ll ', ll)+(II ', -II)=(11 '+ll ', 5),
IL( p 0' 0' 0 O'

"mass" 81~2 = [II II~]1~2, and it contains allp.
"spins" y. Thai is, for every y there exists
a projection operator A& such that

X ill ', ll ') = ~ll;g' '),
X 9 9 P X

a state which transforms according to the ir-
reducible representation [8'", X] of ICLG. g'"
is the complex rotation which takes a vector
in the z direction into the direction G.
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%e construct the S matrix by setting'

(rr ', ll 'is!rr ', ll ')

= JdxS(S, x)(rl, g' 'i II,g' ') . (4)

(il&, g3~4iIIP, gl~2)s
X

is the analog of a. scalar
product in the space of the representation (S'",
x). It is an invariant bilinear form, and de-
pends on the scattering angle.

It can be shown that (taking equal ma, sses
for convenience) as the momentum transfer
T goes to infinity (for S & 0), we obtain an ex-
plicit formula for the bilinear form in (S'", x),
namely,

—,'( iRep i -2)
s-4M' && (bounded function). (5)

The region 0 of the complex p plane over
which the integration in (4) is to be taken is
entirely arbitrary as far as ICLG invariance
is concerned. Hence, this has a more general
form than the Regge representation and, more-
over, some representation of this type may
be expected to persist for almost any dynamics,
and analytic structure of the S matrix, as long
as ICLG invariance is maintained.

If 0 contains a discrete point po, integrated
with discrete weight, to the right or left of
the continuum contribution, then the S matrix
has the Regge-like asymptotic form

S(s, T)

—,'( iRep, i

—2)
x(bounded function). (6)

By our previous assumptions, and the form
of the representation with "mass" S'" and "spin"
yo, we actually know the transformation prop-
erties under 6' of that part of the S matrix re-
sponsible for this asymptotic behavior, ' name-
ly, it has the transformation properties of the
space (S'", X,).
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In Hef. 1 the results are based on the connected
component of the covering group of ICLG. It is suf-
ficient here to think of the group of transformations

Z-Z+n +A Z,
P, ll P, P

where S&,n& are complex four-vectors and A a com-
plex matrix with ATgA =g (here g is the usual metric
tensor). We neglect symmetrization effects.

3D. Hall and A. S. Wightman, Kgl. Danske Videnskab.
Selskab, Mat. -Fys. Medd. 31, No. 5 (1957).

4This closes the gap in the argument given in several
papers which attempt to explain complex angular mo-
mentum by utilizing the fact that the stationary group
of the momentum-transfer vector is isomorphic to the
three-dimensional Lorentz group. L. Sertorio and
M. Toiler, Nuovo Cimento 33, 413 (1964); M. Toiler,
Nuovo Cimento 37, 631 (1965); H. Joos, in Lectures
in Theoretical Physics, edited by W. E. Brittin and
A. O. Barut (University of Colorado Press, Boulder,
Colorado, 1965), Vol. 7A, p. 132. E. H. H,offman, to
be published. See also E. H. Roffman, thesis, Bran-
deis University, 1965 (unpublished), for a detailed
discussion of the relation between the method of this
Letter and the earlier work.

5We denote the identity representation of the little
group by i)&. In general, the state

+iq ) for P P &0
P X p

transforms under the Poincare group (p like the reduc-
ible representation Q&O+ ~iP&)&. The sum is over the

representations of SU(2} contained in the representa-
tion y of SL(2C). For certain values of y the sum re-
duces to single term, and the state i II&)X transforms
irreducibly like

~ P&)g under 6'.
~This is a "partial-wave expansion. " S(S,y) is the

reduced S matrix.
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